IT’S WHAT
YOU DO
NEXT.

What you’ve done counts, but it’s knowing what to do next that gets
you real results.
Life travels in one direction: forward. Even if you’re not moving, the
rest of the world is. There are no short cuts. No timeouts. And there’s
definitely no going back.
The same is true for fitness. There are no rear-view mirrors. Nothing
from yesterday, or even a few hours ago, can carry you to your
goals. So you took 10,000 steps. Where did you go? The distance
you covered is now a distant memory. Because the truth is, better
results come your way when you know what to do next.
Next begins after every move, every rep, and every run. And just
across every finish line, next is waiting to start. So what will you do
next? We’ll show you. Because next is uncharted territory. And you
shouldn’t face it alone.

IFIT. IT’S WHAT YOU DO NEXT.

IFIT MONITORS
WHAT YOU’VE
DONE
AND TELLS
YOU WHAT
TO DO NEXT.

IFIT MEMBERSHIP

DAILY RECOMMENDATIONS

With iFit, we don’t just track your stats. We use those stats to give you daily, personalized
recommendations that are unique to you and your goals. So whether you’re a motivated
novice, a seasoned marathon runner, or anything in between, we’ll individualize a fitness
plan that’s just right for you.

Every single day, you’ll receive the next step in your
fitness plan. It will constantly evolve, depending on what
you did yesterday, what you’d prefer to do today, and
where you’d like your body to be tomorrow.

Intelligent

Prescriptive

Exercise

Activity

iFit’s expert technology tracks and records all of your
statistics, giving you the most accurate information

With the most current scientific information, our worldclass fitness trainers, nutritionists, and sleep analysts
will then prescribe you specific activities to improve

Want to prep for a
marathon or just get up
off the couch? Our expert
trainers will guide you
through unique workouts
that will help you achieve
the fitness level that’s
perfect for you.

We’ll send you
individualized reminders
that will help you get in
your 10,000 steps, prevent
you from sitting too long,
and keep you healthy and
strong.

Nutrition

Sleep

Whether you want to lose
weight, gain weight, or
simply improve your health,
we’ll give you personalized
recipes, grocery lists,
and meal plans. We’ll
always take into account
your palette and dietary
restrictions.

Maximize your recovery
with optimal sleep and
wake times and even
dietary and exercise
suggestions that will help
you sleep sweetly each

about your daily activities.

your health.

Analytical
We’ve crafted an intelligent engine that
will sort through and analyze all of your stats, then
compare them to your current health goals.

WE GATHER & COLLECT

Personalized
Each of these activities will be unique to your body
type, weight, health goals, and personal preferences.

WE ANALYZE & PERSONALIZE

WE RECOMMEND WHAT YOU DO NEXT

night.

WEARABLES

Whether you’re trying to lose weight, stay active,
or train for a marathon, we have the perfect fitness
tracker for you. From heart rate sensor and GPSintegrated models to Swiss-made watches with fitness
tracking capabilities, discover our stellar lineup of
wearables. Plus, to make your fitness experience
easier than ever, you’ll receive personalized
suggestions based on your recorded stats, goals,
and preferences.

IFIT LINK
Additional features
+ Interchangeable bands
+ Water-resistant design
+ Tracks number of awakenings,
plus light and deep sleep cycles
+ All-day activity tracking

Progress lights
Quickly check your goals via the OLED
progress lights
MoveReady™ technology
Automatically detects when you’re walking,
running, or sleeping
Real-time reminders
Gentle vibrations alert you when to
move or when it’s time to wake up

IFIT VUE
Touchscreen display
View activity stats, log calories, and receive
smartphone notifications on the OLED touchscreen
MoveReady™ technology
Automatically detects when you’re walking,
running, or sleeping
Real-time reminders
Gentle vibrations tell you when to move or
when it’s time to wake up

Additional features
+ BLE heart rate strap-compatible
+ Interchangeable bands
+ Water-resistant design
+ Tracks number of awakenings,
plus light and deep sleep cycles
+ All-day activity tracking

The iFit Experience
Get more out of your wearable with an iFit Premium membership. We can do so much
more than just track your stats...we’ll transform them into meaningful, personalized
instructions that will change the way you workout, eat, sleep, and live every day.

IFIT AXIS HR
Three optical heart rate sensors
Three pulse-point sensors for accurate heart rate
tracking, even during performance workouts
Touchscreen display
View activity stats, log calories, and receive smartphone notifications on an OLED touchscreen
MoveReady™ technology
Automatically detects when you’re
walking, running, or sleeping

Additional features
+ Water-resistant
+ Tracks light, deep, and REM sleep
+ All-day activity tracking
+ Perfect for performance athletes
and high-energy workouts

IFIT CLASSIC
Fitness meets fashion
A luxury watch and fitness tracker in one
3 fitness tracking subdials
Tracks your steps, calories in, and
net calories
All-day activity tracking
Automatically tracks all-day activity, including
steps, distance, and sleep

Additional features
+ Waterproof
+ Vibration alerts
+ Tracks number of awakenings, plus
light and deep sleep cycles
+ Customizable face finishes, colors,
and graphics
+ Interchangeable band materials,
including sporty, metal, and leather

IFIT DUO
Analog and digital displays
Choose between two displays in one watch
Style with fitness functionality
Fashion and function united in one wearable
All-day activity tracking
Automatically tracks all-day activity, including
steps, distance, and sleep

Additional features
+ Three, unique designs
+ Smartphone notifications
+ All-day activity tracking
+ Interchangeable band materials,
including sporty, metal, and leather

BEDROOM

Learn to sleep smarter with iFit Bedroom products. Our
cutting-edge line-up includes: sensors that track your sleep
patterns and wake you at the best time, mattresses with
moisture-wicking and cooling technology, and articulating
bed frames that deliver ideal recovery positions. You’ll soon
discover how iFit can give you the most rejuvenating nights of
your life.

IFIT SLEEP HR
Heart rate tracking
Accurate heart rate stats clearly define
your stages of sleep, including REM
Respiratory rate monitor
Tracks your breathing to discover potential
problems and determine sleep cycles

Additional features
+ Tracks light, deep, and REM sleep
+ Syncs to the iFit app via Bluetooth®
+ Slim design to fit between your
mattress and box spring
+ Overall sleep score

Fresh Wake™ alarm
Ties in with your phone to wake you up
at the optimal time

The iFit Experience
Get more out of your bedroom products with an iFit Premium membership. We can do so
much more than just track your stats...we’ll transform them into meaningful, personalized
instructions that will change the way you workout, eat, sleep, and live every day.

FITNESS + NUTRITION
iFit on equipment delivers a matchless, one-of-a-kind
experience. We’ve partnered with top brands like ProForm®,
NordicTrack®, FreeMotion®, Altra®, and more to deliver iFit
technology to millions of fitness products. Plus, our new,
personalized app will prescribe delicious meals, designed
to precisely fit your nutrition and health goals. And with our
newest addition, ProMix Supplements, you’ll automatically
receive nutritious shake mixes delivered straight to your door.

NORDICTRACK INCLINE TRAINER X9i
Digital Quick Incline up to 40 %
With up to 40 % incline, you’ll burn up to five times the
calories just by walking. Adjusting incline also helps target
muscle groups that are used less in flat-level exercise.
Screen projection deck
Workout stats, training program options, and even your
favorite websites enrich your experience on the X9i incline
trainer’s integrated 7-inch, Web-enabled touchscreen.

Additional features
+ 0-6% Decline
+ OneTouch™ control
+ Easy Assembly
+ Personalized workout suggestions
+ iFit integrated technology
+ Connects via WiFi to iFit wearables

ReFlex™ technology
Reflex™ cushioning absorbs impact to help reduce
stress on your joints and back.

PROFORM TOUR DE FRANCE
The Feeling That’s Real
Lead the peloton from the saddle of the ProForm®
TDF. Enjoy the real road feeling of automatic
incline and decline that simulates any stage terrain.
10” Touchscreen Console
Enjoy all your favorite fitness apps, training programs, and workout stats in high definition.
iFit® Enabled with Google Maps™
Condition for any race, any stage, any
summit with iFit® technology. Powered
by Google Maps™, you can draw a route
anywhere in the world—and then ride.

Additional features
+ 20% Incline, 20%
Decline
+ Power Meter (Watts)
+ SMR™ Technology
+ Workout tracking

+ Personalized workout
suggestions
+ iFit integrated
technology
+ Connects via WiFi to
iFit wearables

The iFit Experience
Get more out of your fitness equipment with an iFit Premium membership. We can do so
much more than just track your stats...we’ll transform them into meaningful, personalized
instructions that will change the way you workout, eat, sleep, and live every day.

APPAREL + SHOES

There’s nothing more connected to fitness than what you
wear. Our intelligent technology is built into the sleek Altra
IQ shoes to help maximize your running patterns. Use them
alongside Smart Apparel to track your heart and respiratory
rates for an extraordinary workout experience.

*Availability are subject to change

ALTRA IQ RANGE
Built-in running sensors
Tracks cadence, foot strike, and contact time
to measure running efficiency
Integrated with iFit Ridge and other iFit wearables
Records and displays real-time measurements of
your running form, right on your wearable

Additional features
+ Syncs to the iFit app via Bluetooth®
+ Personalized suggestions
+ Style, comfort, and durability
+ Shoes available : iQ, Torin iQ, TImp iQ (Availability End of 2016*)

Running efficiency
Helps you avoid injury by teaching efficient,
low-impact running techniques

The iFit Experience
Get more out of your shoes and apparel with an iFit Premium membership. We can do so
much more than just track your stats...we’ll transform them into meaningful, personalized
instructions that will change the way you workout, eat, sleep, and live every day.

iFIT COACH

Coaching must be global. The wellness pillar Exercise, Nutrition and
Sleep must be all taken into account
by the Coach. This is why iFit Coach
provides you with personalized daily
plans for activity and nutrition, and
gives you sleep tips. All is done to
make you reach your goal!

iFIT COACH
Complete Tracking
Log and track activity, exercise, nutrition, sleep, and
weight.
Get Personalized Exercices Recommendations
Receive recommended goals or set your own. Enjoy
new workout recommendations every day based
on a number of factors, including your daily activity,
exercise goal, and workout type preferences.

Additional features
+ Syncs to the iFit wearables products via Bluetooth®
+ Personnalized suggestions
+ Interconnected apps & products

Get Personalized Nutrition Plan
Get each day a complete plan with calorie targets for
breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks.
Connection With iFit Products
Automatically track your stats by connecting the
app with any of the iFit wearables; ; and view your
stats for workouts completed on your iFit connected
treadmill, bike, or elliptical.

The iFit Experience
Get more then just a tracker, iFit Coach is here to help you achieve your goal...
Your Coach will be always with you, tracking, helping, guiding. You are on the right hands
with the best training partner.

ABOUT IFIT

We’re a tight-knit team of fitness enthusiasts who have a nerdy
obsession for technology and an undying love for health and fitness.
We believe combining the two can make a difference. A big difference.
One that could change the world. That’s why we’re diligently dedicated
to creating products that inspire and motivate you to live an active and
healthy lifestyle, and ultimately, change the way you live every day.
iFit is a registered trademark of ICON Health & Fitness, the world’s
leading fitness innovator, based in Logan, Utah.

Experience iFit on these top brands:

